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Essential Services
and the Right to Strike
By Simon Blackstone and Kathryn Fox
Transit workers have recently seen
significant restrictions in their
right to take legal strike action.
In both Toronto and Montreal,
unionized transit employees have
been declared essential services.
But in two recent Supreme Court
of Canada decisions, the Court
has made rulings that could help
challenge these infringements.
In Mounted Police Association
of Ontario, the Court affirmed
the right to collectively bargain
through a democratically selected
bargaining agent. The second,
Saskatchewan Federation of Labour
v Saskatchewan, found that section
2(d) of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, protects the
right of employees to participate in
strike action.
The Saskatchewan decision arose
from a challenge to the Public
Service Essential Services Act
(PSESA) enacted in May 2008 by
the Government of Saskatchewan,
which allowed the employer to
unilaterally designate employees
as ‘essential services’ and thereby
prohibited them from striking.
The majority of the Court found that
the PSESA prevented the designated
employees from engaging in any
kind of work stoppage as part of the
bargaining process and therefore
substantially
interfered
with
collective bargaining and infringed
on the Charter. Key to their decision
to strike down the offending

legislation was a finding that the
unilateral authority of the employer
to designate employees an essential
service without any independent
review combined with the lack of
an adequate, impartial and effective
alternative mechanism for resolving
collective bargaining impasses went
beyond any reasonable limitation
the government might otherwise
be able to place on the right to
collectively bargain.
The
Saskatchewan
decision
strengthens the prospects of
unionized transit employees who
have been prohibited from exercising
their right to strike in their challenge
to the restrictive legislation.
The Toronto Transit Commission
Labour Disputes Resolution Act
(“TTC Act”) designates transit
services in Toronto as an essential
service and prohibits all unionized
TTC employees from engaging in
strike action. As a result, members
of Amalgamated Transit Union,
Local 113 have been unable to
exercise their right to legal strike
action since March 2011.
In December 2014, ATU Local 113 filed
a complaint with the International
Labour Organization alleging that
the provincial legislation designating
the Toronto Transit Commission an
“essential service” was in breach of
international law. In March of this
year the International Organization
agreed with ATU Local 113, finding
that taking away the right to strike

was in breach of international law
and urging the Government of
Ontario to take the steps necessary
to ensure the rights of TTC workers
are respected.
Following the release of the
Saskatchewan decision, in October
2015, ATU Local 113 filed a Notice of
Application at the Ontario Superior
Court of Justice requesting that
the Court declare that the TTC Act
violates section 2(d) of the Charter.
The Minister of Labour has said that
they intend to defend the TTC Act in
court. ATU Local 113 is represented
in this matter by Ian J. Fellows of
Ursel Phillips Fellows Hopkinson.
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Social Media and the Workplace:
Tweeting with Caution
By Dean Ardron
In the last ten years, social media has exploded into
popular culture and has entered almost every aspect of
daily life. The question of how this relates to workplace
law remains open.
First out of the gate, Facebook was created in 2004 and
has in the range of 1.25 billion active users. Hot on its
trail, Twitter launched in 2006 with 200 million current
users and Instagram was created in 2010 and boasts
over a billion uploaded pictures and a new user almost
every second. When combined with other popular social
media options such as YouTube or LinkedIn, there are a
seemingly endless number of ways people can connect.
This, of course, raises the inevitable question of how one’s
online activities can impact their day job.
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Although social media is relatively new, there have been a
number of labour arbitration decisions addressing the role
of social media, ranging from suggestions that Facebook
is analogous to “sharing a beer with colleagues” to the
suggestion that Facebook posts are “akin to comments
made on the shop floor”.
It is easy to imagine an employer arguing that comments
about management, specific supervisors, or “disloyal”
displays constitute insubordination. Likewise, online
posts with respect to supervisors or co-workers could
be construed as breaches of the Collective Agreement,
human rights legislation, occupational health and safety
legislation or even the Criminal Code if the comments
cross into certain types of harassment.
The relationship between social media and the workplace
has not been finally decided, however, there is growing
support for the proposition that an employee or union
official cannot tweet or post with impunity, regardless
of whether the message was posted from work during
working hours. At least one arbitrator has concluded

that threats or harassment via Facebook could lead to
discipline or discharge, even in the absence of a specific
social media policy, and in a recent British Columbia
arbitration, an employee was disciplined for a Facebook
“rant” about his employer and its customers.
Although many people may have a false sense of security
from efforts they have made to keep their social media
accounts “private” through the implementation of various
privacy settings, there can be no guarantees in the
digital world and arbitrators have accepted that posting
a message in the public domain, regardless of security
settings, carries with it certain risks of exposure. Likewise,
employees should consider how easily messages can be
spread or forwarded, even if they are only shared with a
select group of Facebook friends.
Although social media has frequently been used as a
tool in the employer’s discipline tool box, unions have
also grieved employers’ use of social media and the
solicitation of public complaints through venues such as
Twitter. Even a well-intentioned employer may discover
that as those complaints are tweeted, they can include
not only relevant information regarding a late bus, but
also highly offensive and derogatory comments directed
at specific and photographed employees that might
also breach the Human Rights Code, the Occupational
Health and Safety Act, and the Collective Agreement.
As these grievances, including a grievance filed by ATU
Local 113, proceed through arbitration there is likely to
be a key clarification of the extent to which employers
must take responsibility for the results when they ask
the general public to tweet complaints with pictures
and commentary about specific employees.
In the years to come, there can be no doubt that social
media will continue to raise issues of harassment,
insubordination, and confidentiality in the workplace
and employees and employers would be well advised to
tweet with caution.
Follow Simon Blackstone @7smcb or
Dean Ardron @DeanArdron.
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Successor Rights
for Contract Transit
Workers: ATU Local 113’s
Submissions to the
Changing Workplaces
Review
By Ian Fellows

In its 2014 Throne Speech, the
Liberal government promised to
appoint a commission to consult
with unions and other stakeholders
about how the Labour Relations Act,
1995 and Employment Standards Act
should be modernized to reflect the
changing nature of work in Ontario.
The commission was specifically
asked to consider how the legislation
can be improved given the unique
hardships caused by the growing
service sector and the contracting
out of services.
On September 18, 2015, Amalgamated
Transit Union Local 113 and the
Amalgamated Transit Union Ontario
presented joint submissions to the
Special Advisors to that commission,
the Changing Workplaces Review.
The ATUs submissions focused on
how the sale of business and related
employer provisions in the Labour
Relations Act need to be amended to
address the rise of privatization and
the contracting out of transit services.

After outlining the experiences of
transit workers across the province,
including those in York Region, the
ATU argued that the ability to make
a career in transit is being frustrated
by the rise of P3 partnerships and
the outsourcing of work to private
companies who win their contracts
through a tendering war that is
better characterized as a “race-tothe-bottom”. The ATU’s submissions
highlighted how transit workers
employed by subcontractors are
uniquely vulnerable to precarious
employment
arrangements
and
attacks on their bargaining rights,
even though the municipality retains
control over key aspects of their work.
As many of you know, York Region
has privatized its transit services,
such that it uses a tendering process
to contract out the operation of its
different transit lines to a number
of different companies. Although
these
companies
become
the
official “employer” of the transit
workers working a given line, York
Region retains significant control
over fundamental aspects of the
work including employee training,
scheduling routes and breaks,

employee performance and discipline,
the appointment of management,
hours of work, and safety checks.
York Region also retains control
over how it structures its contractual
relationship with the contractor, so
that it can – and has – inserted a
clause into the contract that allows it
to cancel the contract in the event of
a strike or labour dispute.
The ATU highlighted for the
commission that, within the last five
years alone, there has been no less
than three transit contract changes
within the York Region. In each case,
employees have lost jobs, seen their
benefits and hours of work decrease,
and in each case bargaining rights
were effectively terminated, all
without any protection to ensure that
the new contractors are not weeding
out employees based on union
activism or discriminatory grounds.
Governments and these private
contractors have utilized novel
corporate structures and highly
structured contracts to defeat
bargaining rights and otherwise
decrease labour standards for too
long. Before the Special Advisors,
the ATU argued the best way to
address these problems is to reform
the Labour Relations Act to ensure
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that employment and bargaining rights transfer with any
“service provision change.” If the Commission adopts
the ATUs recommendations, it would mean drivers will
not be faced with different terms and conditions of
employment every time a different contractor wins the
tender for their bus route. A driver’s wages and benefits
would stay the same, even if their uniform changes.
If the ATU’s proposal is adopted, workers across the
transit sector will see similar protection. The recent
media coverage of the attack on bargaining rights at
Pearson Airport demonstrate that bus drivers are not
the only victims of Ontario’s inadequate related and
successor employer law.
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At Pearson this summer, over 300 fuel-service workers
saw their jobs disappear because of contract-flipping
between Allied Aircraft and Aircraft Service International
Group. Those workers who were able to get a job with
the new contractor had to take a 30% pay cut, regardless
of their seniority. This meant workers with over 15 years
of seniority went from making $21/hour to $14.50/hour,
barely above minimum wage. Without a reform to the
Labour Relations Act, the union representing these
workers, International Association of Machinist and
Aerospace Workers, had no avenue to challenge the
contractor’s actions.

Similar trends have affected other workers at Pearson
over the last five years. In April 2014, airport parking
attendants launched a wildcat strike after around 80
employees of Impark lost their jobs when the contract
was flipped to Vinci Park. Harjinder Badial, President
of Teamsters Local 419, which represents de-icers at
Pearson, has told the media that new contractors have
used their hiring process to filter out members who were
pro-union or stuck up for the co-workers the contractor
decided to terminate.
ATU and other unions representing transit workers need
to work together to lobby the government to amend the
Labour Relations Act and close this gap in protection for
workers. Without a legislative amendment, all service
sector workers will remain vulnerable to the “race-tothe-bottom” mentality of third party contract tendering.
Municipalities and contractors alike need to be held to
the collective agreement obligations they owe transit
workers; a nominal change in name should not be a
reason to set aside employment terms and conditions
that were won over decades of bargaining.
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Transit Drivers and
the Highway Traffic Act:
All Drivers are the Same
By Kassia Bonisteel

Early last year, a transit operator was
acquitted of the charges of Careless
Driving and Red Light – Fail to Stop,
pursuant to sections 130 and 144(18)
of Ontario’s Highway Traffic Act.
After servicing a transit stop and
moving into an intersection, the
operator observed a jaywalker running
across the highway towards the bus.
When the jaywalker disappeared
behind the bus and the operator lost
sight of him for a number of seconds,
the operator stopped the bus out of
fear for the jaywalker’s safety. The bus
was located within the intersection.
The jaywalker reappeared and
boarded the bus.
Due to the position of the bus within
the intersection, the operator could
not observe the traffic signals. Having
observed cars proceeding through the
intersection in the same direction, and
other cars still stopped at the parallel
road, the operator surmised that their
light was still green.
The operator proceeded through the
intersection, cautiously, scanning the
intersection. However, just before
the bus cleared the intersection,
a pedestrian stepped off the curb
without seeing the bus. The operator
attempted to avoid the collision but
was unsuccessful. The pedestrian
was struck and later passed away.
The presiding Justice of the Peace
accepted the operator’s reason
for coming to a stop within the
intersection; the driver was concerned

for the safety of the jaywalker who
had disappeared behind the bus.
Further, the Justice of the Peace
found that there was reasonable
doubt as to the colour of the light
when the bus cleared the intersection.
However, and irrespective of the
colour of the light, the Justice
accepted the expert evidence led by
the Defence, that of a qualified and
experienced driving instructor, that a
reasonable person when proceeding
through an intersection on a green
light, and the “light turns amber or
even red while their motor vehicle is
in motion, the correct manoeuvre is
to continue to clear the intersection
albeit cautiously.”
Careless Driving in Ontario is made
out where a driver operates a vehicle
without due care and attention or
without reasonable consideration for
others using the highway. A driver
does not have to be perfect. A driver
must use a reasonable degree of skill,
such that a reasonable person would
do in the same circumstances facing
the driver.
The Court rejected the Crown’s
argument that the driver should
be held to a different and higher
standard on the basis that they were
a professional, public transit operator.
The Justice held that the “standard is
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the same for all drivers regardless of
the motor vehicle they are operating.”
Further, the Court rejected the
Crown’s assertion that the driver
had been distracted by handing
out transfers. The Court held that
the driver was “not distracted in a
blameworthy sense as handing out
transfers is part of… [the] duties as a
bus driver”.
The Crown appealed the operator’s
acquittal of the charge of Careless
Driving. Each ground of appeal raised
by the Crown was rejected by the
Court. Most notably, the Court held
that the Crown’s suggestion that
drivers of commercial motor vehicles
are held to a higher standard of care
“is one which is entirely unfounded
in the law.” The standard of care
applicable in Careless Driving cases
is the same for all drivers, regardless
of whether the driver is operating a
transit, or other commercial, vehicle.
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Carlo Di Giovanni
Carlo Di Giovanni is a partner at Ursel Phillips
Fellows Hopkinson LLP, practicing in all areas of
labour relations. He provides clients with strategic
advice, negotiates contracts, and regularly
appears before boards of arbitration and
government tribunals, boards and commissions.
Carlo has a particular interest in union certification
drives, and has participated in applications at the
Ontario Labour Relations Board and the Canada
Industrial Relations Board that have resulted in
thousands of new members for his clients.
Carlo comes from a large extended family of
union members and activists.
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